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Schley Armaturen GmbH

Valve manufacturer since 1913


























«In addition to a large variety of standard valves, we offer our customers individual customized solutions. The planning and implementation of these specific projects has its own unique fascination. No day at our company is like the one before. There are new challenges every day. Making our customers completely satisfied: that's what truly counts for me.»



Matthias Podszun CEO
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Schley Armaturen GmbH is a young, dynamic industrial engineering company with the experience of over 100 years of high-quality manufacturing of pressure reducing, pressure regulating and overflow valves without auxiliary power and is one of the leading suppliers of valves for industrial plant engineering and shipbuilding.

SCHLEY valves are of first-class quality and therefore of long lifetime and low maintenance. Thanks to their self-regulating mode of operation, they work extremely reliably and accurately in a compact design. We not only offer valves for your standard applications, but also customized valve solutions are one of our strengths. We will be pleased to design the valves precisely according to your specifications and support you in project management.

By the way: You can also count on us after the purchase. We offer you a convenient after-sales service.

ALLINONE
	










Modern and flexible manufacturing processes allow us short lead times for our products.
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The lifetime of our valves extends far beyond 20 years and can be traced back to the 1950s thanks to our digital archive. We are able to produce the valves from the past according to today's technical standards and offer a 1:1 replacement option. This saves the user one thing above all: time.

Every day is customer day for us. Our highly motivated team responds as quickly as possible to your inquiry and stays in direct contact with you to fulfill your wishes 100%. This transparency and open-mindedness distinguishes us from other market competitors.

STRONGTEAMSTRONGVALVES
	




We will be pleased to construct the valves precisely according to your specifications and to support you in project management.
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Industrial plant engineering


You are looking for valves for steam applications, compressed air applications, liquid gas plants, combined heat and power plants, fuels and lubricants or waste incineration plants?

Your application - our solution...
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Shipbuilding/Marine


You are looking for valves for fresh and seawater systems, compressed air systems or fuel and lubricant systems?

Your application - our solution...
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Chemical industry


You are looking for valves for boiler systems, burner systems or stainless steel valves for aggressive media?

Your application - our solution...
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Mining


You are looking for valves for extinguishing systems, water supply systems in the field of mining and underground mining?

Your application - our solution...













Schley Armaturen GmbH in its figures







 108
years of technical experience



> 200000
manufactured valves



> 6500
international customers






SCHLEY ARMATUREN GMBH - COMBINES TRADITION SINCE 1913 AND MODERNITY

Your application - our solution.












Next exhibition

Currently there are no events.












Schley Armaturen GmbH


Carl-Backhaus-Straße 3

22926 Ahrensburg    


Phone: +49 (0)4102 77883-0

Fax: +49 (0)4102 77883-99

E-Mail: info@schley-armaturen.de



Route | Calculate route
        



Our opening hours

Office:
Monday - Thursday: 8.00 a.m. - 4.00 p.m.
Friday: 8.00 a.m. - 2.00 p.m.

Warehouse:
Monday - Thursday: 6.00 a.m. - 2.30 p.m.
Friday: 6.00 a.m. - 1.00 p.m.
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Without auxiliary power

SCHLEY valves are "self-actuating":

No auxiliary energy is required for the function of the valves (no actuators, neither electric nor hydraulic, pneumatic etc.).










          






